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Latest range of kitchens to explore...
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Contemporary kitchen cabinets 

Traditional 
kitchen ideas

Interactive kitchens 

Kitchen units having high gloss shutters are the flavour of today. These shutters 
can be made of high gloss foil or melamine. The result is a highly illuminated  and 
up market kitchen. Additional features like task lights etc can be include as per 
design.   

A kitchen has to be functional. 
And it has to be smart as well. 
The kitchen collection presented 
here ranges from the basic 
range to the most premium 
once. But even our basic kitchen 
designs are functional, smart yet 
affordable. 

Various types of shutters give diverse look to a kitchen. Shutters of any particular type or a combination of two types are used. The 
choice depends on the functionality and aesthetic taste.

Kitchens with panelled pre-laminated or foil shutters. Various 
storages with various types of accessories are for storing different 
items. The island top doubles up as an interaction top.  

Kitchen shutter options 

Pre-laminated 
shutter 

Membrane 
Shutter

Foil Shutter Glass Shutter Glass Shutter
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Kitchen layout concepts 

The kitchen triangle 

Three main work areas — Refrigerator, cooking range and sink.
 
 Connect these three locations with lines to form a triangle. Then estimate the length of each triangle side — in 
other words, the distance from one work area to the next. The sum of the three sides should be between 12 and 26 feet. If 
the total is less than 12, the areas are probably too close for comfort. If it’s greater than 26, they’re pretty far apart and you’ll 
waste time and effort moving between work areas. As you plan your layout, also keep in mind tables, islands and 
peninsulas that bisect your triangle, as well as how traffic �ow moves through your kitchen.
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